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A theorem of Krasnoselskij says that in every closed convex cone of finite dimen- 
sion containing no atline line the theorem of the monotone convergence holds. 
Using elementary and geometric arguments this result is extended to arbitrary 
convex cones of finite dimension containing no affrne line. Using this result such 
cones are proved to be closed with respect to an internal pseudo-metric. Applica- 
tions are given to theorems of Krause and Edwards and Gerzon. b 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of Birkhoff [l] says that for certain linear operators on any 
Banach lattice there exists a unique (up to a scalar) positive eigenvector 
and this eigenvector is approached in the norm topology by iterations 
starting from any nonzero vector in the positive cone. This result was 
extended by Krause [S] to a certain type of nonlinear positive operators 
by applying the concept of a projective pseudo-metric. The underlying cone 
is required to be complete for this pseudo-metric. 
Krasnoselbkij stated in [3, p. SO], that every closed convex cone of finite 
dimension containing no afline line is complete for a special internal metric. 
In the present paper an analogue is shown for arbitrary convex cones of 
finite dimension containing no affine line: These cones are complete with 
respect to the pseudo-metric mentioned above. 
For this purpose the following extension of the theorem of the monotone 
convergence is proved: 
In such cones every bounded increasing sequence converges with 
respect o the norm of the underlying vector space. 
This is just the assumption needed by Edwards and Gerzon in [2] for 
showing a certain mapping defined by a cone lying in some vector space to 
be a norm on this space. 
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Assuming the cone to be closed this version of the theorem of the 
monotone convergence was shown by Krasnoselskij in [4, p. 1451. 
In the first section we set up notations and state our results. The special 
form of the theorem of the monotone convergence is proved in the second 
section. The next section is devoted to the equivalence of the terms 
convergent sequences and guided sequences. Then we show that guided 
sequences converge with respect o internal metrices. At the end the applica- 
tions for the theorems of Krause and Edwards and Gerzon are explained. 
1. NOTATIONS AND RESULTS 
In this paper assume K be a nonempty convex cone in some real vector 
space E of finite dimension with N := dim E = dim K such that K contains 
no affine line, in particular: For every A> 0 and x E K one has Lx E K but 
-Ax # K. We do not assume K to be closed or open. For x, y E E, we write 
x <E y, if y - x E K; < denotes the usual order on the set UP’. 
A sequence (x,),,~ in E is called increasing (with respect to the order 
induced by K) if n < m implies x, <E x,. The sequence is order-bounded if 
there exists an element x E E such that x, < E x for all n E N. It is called 
guided by e, where e E K, if there exists a null sequence of positive real 
numbers (E,),~ N such that e<.x,<,x,+, < s,.e+x, for all rnE N and 
almost all n E N. 
Any sequence guided by some eE K is called a guided sequence. 
Denote by R, the set of all nonnegative real numbers. We write 
~‘2; :={xEIW~(X~~O, v=l,..., N}. 
Every norm on E defines a metric; we fix such a metric d. In what 
follows, the expression convergence (boundedness) refers to the convergence 
(boundedness) with respect to this metric d. Because E has finite 
dimension, order-boundedness implies boundedness. 
We now define a projective pseudo-metric h on E. For this purpose we 
fix a basis of E and for x E E we denote by x, the v-th coordinate of x with 
respect to this base. Then we define 
h(x, y) := -log min S. min u, 
l<v<Ny, I<v<NX 1 for x, Y EK\{O}, Y 
h(x, 0) = h(0, x) = 00 for xrzK\{O} and h(0, 0) = 0. 
In the sequel the expression h-convergence refers to the convergence with 
respect to h. 
Now we can state our results. Well known is 
LEMMA 1. Let K = 58: and E = RN. Then every increasing bounded 
sequence in E converges. 
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First we prove the following generalization 
THEOREM 1. Let KC E be an arbitrary convex cone containing no affine 
line. Then every increasing bounded sequence (x,),,~ N in K converges. 
We sketch the proof (for the details see the next section): Using a suitable 
isomorphism @: E + RN we imbed the cone K into the R”, such that the 
image of the sequence (x,), E N is an increasing (with respect to the usual 
order on RN) bounded sequence. By applying Lemma 1 we finish the proof. 
The problem is to construct @. If N = dim K = 1 we may assume E = R 
and K = [0, co [ or K = 10, co]; this case is trivial. For N > 1 we construct 
@ by induction over the dimension. 
Every convergent sequence is bounded. Using Theorem 1 we get the 
equivalence of the expressions bounded and convergent for increasing 
sequences. We prove that an increasing sequence is convergent if and only 
if it is guided: 
THEOREM 2. Let KC E be an arbitrary convex cone containing no affine 
line and (x,), E N an increasing sequence. Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
0) (x,),, N is a bounded sequence. 
(ii) (xJnEN is a convergent sequence. 
(iii) (xJnEN is a guided sequence. 
Only the implication (ii) =S (iii) is hard to show. First we assume 
x, lint for some nE N. Then we consider the case X,E aK for every 
nE IV. This implies X,E K’ :=aKn (x,+ K) for every n 2 1. We prove 
K’ -x0 to be a convex cone containing no afllne line and replace K by this 
new cone. It turns out that, after repeating this procedure, we may assume 
x, E int(K) for some n E N. Another consequence of this proof is the 
COROLLARY 1. Let Kc E be an arbitrary convex cone containing no 
affine line. Then every guided sequence (x,),~ N in K converges in K. 
In the last sections we prove our main results: 
COROLLARY 2. Let Kc E be an arbitrary convex cone containing no 
affine line. Then every guided sequence (x,,),,~~ in K is an h-convergent 
sequence. 
THEOREM 3. Let Kc E be an arbitrary convex cone containing no affine 
line. Then K is h-complete. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We need some lemmata; the reader will find their proofs in the appendix. 
First we consider the case N = 1. Let y E K We may write E = {my 1T E IR} 
and cl(K) = {ry 1 r E [0, co [ >. The isomorphism @: ry H T maps K into R + 
such that 
Yl GE Y2 * NY,) G @(Y*). (1) 
We choose an arbitrary increasing bounded sequence (x,),, N in K. Then 
the limit point x= lim,,, @(x,) exists. @ is a homeomorphism, and we 
get @-‘(x)=lim,,, x,. 
Now we discuss the case dim E = dim K = N> 1 and assume that 
for every cone K’ c E’ with dim K’ = dim E’= N - 1 there exists an 
isomorphism @: E + RN such that @(K’) c lR:-l. We remark that this 
implies (1). 
First we choose a hyperplane H c E such that H touches the boundary 
J(K), but does not contain any point x~int(K). In the case that the 
boundary of K is smooth we may assume H to be a plane tangent at a(K). 
But d(K) will not be smooth in general. In this case the existence of H is 
guaranteed by the well-known 
LEMMA 2 (cf. [6, Theorem 11.2, p. 961). There exists a hyperplune 
H c E such that 0 E H and H n int(K) = @. 
H divides the vector space E into two connected components: E\ H = 
E, u E- . We may assume int(K) c E, . K does not contain any affine line; 
thus we have E, # Kn E,. This guarantees the existence of yNc E+\K. 
We consider the set K’=cl{yEHIy+r.yNEKfor some r>O} and write 
E’ instead of H. Then the following holds 
LEMMA 3. K’ is a convex cone in E’ containing no affine line. 
Obviously we have dim K’ = dim E’ = N - 1 and our assumption delivers 
an isomorphism & from E’ into RN-’ with &K’) c rW:- ‘. Let 
{e i, . . . . eNPi} be the standard basis of the RN-‘, (e,, . . . . eN} that of the 
IV”, and y y := &-‘(e,) for v= 1, . . . . N- 1. 
Setting @(vy) :=,e, for v= 1, . . . . N- 1, and @(yN) := ely we obtain a 
continuation @ of CD. We have G(K) c RN+; thus the implication (1) is true. 
Now let WnEN c K be an increasing bounded sequence. Then (a(~,)),,, Ihl 
is an increasing bounded sequence in RT. Applying Lemma 1 we obtain 
the convergence of the latter. Thus we get the convergence of the sequence 
(X”)“sN. I 
We add the 
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Proof of Lemma 3. (a) We show the convexity of K’. For this purpose 
let a and b be two elements of K’. There exist nonnegative numbers a and 
fl such that a+ cIxN, b + /?x~E cl(K). cl(K) is convex; thus we obtain 
a + t (b - a) + ax,,, -t- t . (fix, - CIX~) Ecl(K) for every t E [0, 11. This yields 
a+t(b-a)+z.x,Ecl(K) for every r=a+t(B-a) and tE[O, 11, i.e., 
a+t.(b-a)EK’. 
(b) Next we prove K’ to be a cone. We choose a E K’. Then there 
exists a number IX E [0, co [ such that a + axNE cl(K). Thus for every 
t E [0, 00 ] we have ta + taxN E cl(K) and therefore ta E K’. 
(c) Obviously the dimension of K’ is equal to N- 1. 
(d) Finally we must show that K’ does not contain any affine line. 
For this purpose we assume that K’ does contain an afhne line 
g’ = (a + rb ( z E R} (with a E K’ and b E H). Using the convexity of K’ one 
obtains all points of the form ta + tzb with z E R and t E [0, l] to be 
elements of K’, especially g = (ta 1 z E R} c K’. 
Thus for every a E g there exists numbers zl, z2 E [0, co [ such that a + z, x,,, 
and -a + ~~~~ E cl(K). Now the convexity of K yields (T, + rz)xN E cl(K). 
Because of x,,, $ cl(K) one gets z 1 + z2 = 0 and consequently T, = 72 = 0. We 
obtain gc cl(K). Now let Clint. Then we have c +gc int(K) c K, 
contradiction. 1 
3. PRWF OF THEOREM 2 
The implication (i) * (ii) is the statement of Theorem 1; the implication 
(iii) * (i) is a consequence of the term guided sequence. We show that (ii) 
implies (iii). 
Without loss of generality we may assume int(K) # 0. Otherwise K 
would be of dimension less than N or not convex. 
First we consider the case that there exists an element n E N such that 
x, E int(K). We may assume x1 E int(K). 
Let x E int(K) be the limit point of the sequence (x,),~ wI. We choose an 
1 element e E int(K) such that e <E x, , e = TX, for example. We have 
x + int(K) c int(K) and therefore x + E . e E int( K) for every E > 0. There 
exists a ball B c E centered at the origin such that e + B c int( K). Then we 
obtain x + E . e + EB E x + int(K) for every E > 0. x = lim, _ m x, guarantees 
the existence of a null sequence (E,),, wI such that x, +;n E x + E, . B for all 
n,mEN. We get 
x,+s,.eEx+s,.e+s,.Bcx+int(K). 
On the other hand we have XEX R+m + cl(K). Combining these results we 
obtain x, + E, .e~ x,+, +cl(K) + int(K) c x,+, + int(K) and therefore 
X n+mfEX,+E,.e. 
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Now we assume x,~K\int(K) for every no fU Obviously this implies 
x E M. We remark that the intersection of a subspace of E with a convex 
cone Kc E without any affine line is again a convex cone without any 
affine line. 
We prove the existence of a subspace E’ of codimension 1 with x, E E’ 
for all n E fA. If such a subspace exists, then we replace K by K’ := K n E’. 
If the above argumentation does not work for K’ (viewed as a cone in E’), 
then there exists a subspace E” c E’ of codimension 1 with x, E E” for all 
n E fV and we replace K’ by K” := K’ n E” and so on. This procedure ends 
if we are able to apply the argumentation described above, to one of the 
cones Kc”‘. This is possible at the latest, if m = N, because in this case we 
have dim Kc”’ = 1, and therefore Kcm) = IR’ + or Kcm) = 10, 00 [. 
In the sequel we need some notations. If a,, . . . . a, E E are linear inde- 
pendent, then we denote by S’ := S(a,, . . . . a,) the m-simplex spanned by 
the points a,, . . . . a,. If a,, i is not a linear combination of the vectors 
a1 3 ‘V.3 U m, then we write S(S’, a,, i) := S(u,, . . . . a,, i). For an arbitrary 
subset Cc E and an arbitrary point v E E\ C we define the cone v * C := 
{u+~(.Y-v)l= co, 11, J-C). 
If E’ does not exist, then there are N elements of the sequence (x,),, IBI, 
which are linear independent. Without loss of generality we may assume 
Xl 7 .**> xN to be linear independent and write S, := S(x,, . . . . x,,- m + ,) for 
m = 1, . . . . N. 
We show S,,, c i?K. This implies the nonempty interior of the simplex S,, 
which is of dimension N, to be a subset of the boundary c?K, contradiction, 
We proceed by induction. By assumption we have Si = {xN} c 8K. For 
me (1, . . . . N - 1 } we assume S, c 8K and show S,,,, i c dK. For this 
purpose it is suflicient to prove int(S, + i) c 8K. 
Suppose there is a point y~int(K) nint(S,,,+,). Then one can find a 
point v~int(S,) such that y is an element of the straight line connecting 
v and x~-,,,. There also exists a small neighborhood B of the origin such 
that y + B c int( K). 
The sequence (x,), E N is an increasing one, this implies w E x,,-,,, + K for 
every w E S,. K is a cone and therefore we obtain 2 . (v - xNUm) E K and 
z := x,,-~ + 2. (v - x,,-,J E K. We look at the cone C := z * (u + B). One 
has Cc K, and therefore int(C) c int(K). On the other hand we have 
v E int( C), i.e., v E S,,, n int(K), contradiction. 1 
4. PR~~F OF COROLLARY 2 
Theorem 2 says, that every guided sequence is a converging one. It 
remains to show that every converging increasing sequence converges with 
respect to the internal metric h. 
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We choose a converging increasing sequence (x,),~ N in K and write 
lim, + m x, = y. We assume y # 0. Otherwise x, = 0 for all n E f+J, this case 
is trivial. 
Because x, tends to y in the euclidian norm, we have lim, _ oc (x,), =yy. 
We look at the definition of h(x,, y). Because each minimum is taken over 
N quotients (x,),/y, each minimum converges to one if n tends to infinity. 
The logarithm is a continuous function with log( 1) = 0; thus we obtain 
1% + m w,, Y) = 0. I 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We must show that every sequence (x,),~~ in K, which is a Cauchy 
sequence with respect to h, converges to a x E K with respect o h. 
Following Krause [S, p. 5543, we may assume (xJREN to be a bounded 
guided sequence. By Theorem 3 this sequence has a limit point XE K with 
respect to the metric d. In the previous section we have proved that x is 
also a limit point with respect to h. 1 
6. APPLICATIONS 
C. M. Edwards and M. A. Gerzon proved in [2] the following result: 
THEOREM 4. Let K be a generating convex cone for some real vector 
space E of finite or infinite dimension, e: E + R a strictly positive linear 
functional on E and B := (x~ E: e(x) = 1). Suppose that every bounded 
monotone increasing sequence in K has a unique limit in K. Then the mapping 
\\.[I B defined for x E E by 
JJxJJ,:=inf{A>O) x6,&9}, 
where S is the convex hull of - B v B, is a norm for V. 
Applying Theorem 1 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3. Let K be a convex cone containing no affine line 
and lying in some real vector space E of finite dimension with 
dim E = dim KC co. Furthermore let e: E--f R be a strictly positive linear 
functional on E and B := {x E E : e(x) = 11. Suppose that every bounded 
monotone increasing sequence in K has a unique limit in K. Then the mapping 
II.(lB definedfor XEE by Il~ll~:=inf(~>Olx~~S}, where S is the convex 
hull of -B u B, is a norm for V. 
409.‘161 ‘?~I7 
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Finally we want to prove a variation of Krause’s theorem concerning 
p-ascending operators. For this purpose we need some notations. Let 
p: K+ IX+ be a continuous (with respect to the metric d) functional not 
identically zero satisfying 
(i) p(Ax)=Ap(x) for AEIW, and xeK 
(ii) p(x) <p(y) in the case 0 <E~<E y. 
Then the unit level set U := {XE K :p(x) = l} is not empty. An operator 
j K + K is called ascending with respect o p (or p-ascending), if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) There exists a continuous mapping CD of the unit interval [0, l] 
into itself with il< CD(~) for 0 < J < 1 and such that for every 1> 0 and 
X,YEU 
Ix GE y implies @(l)f(x) &f(y). 
(ii) For every x, y E U there exists some number a = a(x, y) > 0 such 
that aft4 &f(y). 
(iii) p(f(x)) #O for every xE U. 
Later we need a second partial order i on E : x < y if ry - x E K for 
every r > 1. Furthermore we must make use of another pseudo-metric. 
For this one must define ~(x, y) E R, for x, y E K\(O) by ~(x, y) := 
sup(,u > 0 : ,ux<. y}. Then the new metric m, which is sometimes 
called Hilbert’s projective pseudo-metric, is given by m(x, y) := 
-log(p(x, y) -p( y, x)) for x, y E K\ (O}, m(0, 0) = 0 and m(x, 0) = 
m(O,x)=oo for XEK\{O}. 
We are interested in the iterates of the resealed operator T(x) := 
f(x)/p(f(x)). We prove: 
THEOREM 5. Let K be a convex cone without affine line lying in some 
finite dimensional vector space E. Then any p-ascending operator f on K has 
a unique eigenvector x* in U with positive eigenvalue. Moreover, for every 
x E K with p(f (x)) # 0 the iterates p(x) converge to x* with respect to the 
metric d given by the euclidean topology on E. 
Remark. In [S] Krause proved this theorem for vector spaces of 
arbitrary dimension, but he needs two additional assumptions: The cone K 
must be sequentially complete and the order-intervals in K must be 
bounded. 
The proof of Theorem 5 is based on the following result due to 
Krause [ 51. 
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THEOREM 6. Let K be a convex cone without affine line,for which every 
guided sequence has a <-supremum in K. Then any p-ascending operator ,f 
on K has a unique eigenvector x * in U with positive eigenvalue. Moreover, for 
every XE K with p(f(x)) #O the iterates p(x) converge to x* with respect 
to Hilbert’s metric m. 
We now study the case dim E = dim K = N < co. First we consider a 
guided sequence (x,),~ rm such that x,+ , E x, + int(K). It is not hard to 
show that in this case the limit point x := lim, _ sc x, E K is a <-supremum 
for this sequence. (The existence of this limit is guaranteed by Theorem 2.) 
But in the proof of Theorem 2 we have learned that (after replacing K by 
a cone of lower dimension) we may assume x,, r E x, + int(K). 
Thus every guided sequence (x,),,~ in K has a <-supremum and 
according to Theorem 6 the iterates p(x) converge to x* with respect to 
Hilbert’s metric m, where x* is the unique eigenvector of f: Now the 
Theorem 5 is a consequence of 
LEMMA 4. Let x E K be the limit with respect to m of a sequence (x,),~ N 
in U. Then x is the limit of this sequence with respect to d. 
We have already learned that guided sequences converge with respect 
to d. This suggested the idea for proving this lemma: Starting from a 
sequence, which converges with respect to m, one constructs a guided 
sequence. The latter converges by Theorem 1 and this will imply the 
convergence of the original sequence. 
This idea can be realized in an elementary way by using a construction 
of Krause, cf. [IS, p. 5541. Let (x,),,~ be a Cauchy sequence (with 
respect to m) in U. Then for every subsequence (y,),, N satisfying 
m( yn+ r, y,) < log( 1 + 4-‘7 there exist numbers 1, > 0 such that the 
sequence (4 .Y,),, N is a guided one. According to Theorem 1 the latter 
converges with respect o d; let y* be the limit point. By definition the func- 
tional p is continuous with respect to d; thus we have i := lim R, =p(y*). 
This implies y** :=A-’ . y* is the limit of the sequence (y,),, rm with 
respect to d. 
We now assume that the sequence (x,,),,~ does not converge with 
respect to d. Then there exist some number E>O and a subsequence 
(PAeN such that d( j,, y**) > E for almost every n E fV. One can construct 
a sequence (z,),, N satisfying m(z, + r, z,) < log( 1 + 4-“) such that for 
m E t% one has zZm E (y,),, N and .zZm +I E (j,),, N. As above, the sequence 
(ZII)“, N turns out to be a Cauchy sequence with respect o d. Because there 
is a subsequence of (z,),= wI which is a subsequence of the Cauchy sequence 
(YnLeN, y** is the limit point with respect to d. But this implies 
42 Zn+l? Y **) < E for infinitely many n E N and therefore d( j,,, y**) < E for 
infinitely many n E N, a contradiction. 1 
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